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IntroductionThanks for having me here today…I’d like to talk about how the Transport Agency is planning to implement speed management reviews across the country as part of the Safe Network Programme.But first, let’s just remind ourselves of the outcomes we’re all seeking – reducing deaths and serious injuries on our roads.



Government direction
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Government directionThe Government Priority Statement, or GPS, outlines the Government’s strategy to guide land transport investment over the next 10 yearsIt influences decisions on how money from the NLTF will be invested across activity classes, and guides the Transport Agency on the type of activities that should be included in Regional Land Transport Plans and the National Land Transport ProgrammeGPS 2018:Outlines safety and access as key strategic priorities, with environment and value for money as supporting prioritiesReflects a significant increase in the level of ambition for delivering a land transport system free of death and serious injurySignals a greater focus on investing in safety improvements on high risk state highways and local roads across the network, including speed management and primary safe system treatmentsDrives improvements in safety outcomes for all road users, including increased investment in footpaths and cycleways to support access to and uptake of active modesOutlines a commitment to deliver a new road safety strategy



“Far too many New 
Zealanders have lost 
their lives or been 
seriously injured in 
crashes that could have 
been prevented by road 
safety upgrades.”“This government has 

made road safety one of 
our highest priorities.”

“No other industry 
accepts hundreds of 
people dying each year. 
No person I know thinks 
losing a loved one in a 
crash is an acceptable 
price to pay for living in 
a modern society - that's 
why we're making safety 
a priority.”

“380 people were killed 
on our roads in 2018. It 
is a staggering and 
unnecessary loss of life. 
It is yet another 
reminder of the need to 
make substantial 
improvements to road 
safety in New Zealand.”

“Many deaths and 
serious injuries on our 
roads are preventable. 
This Government is 
committed to reducing 
deaths and serious 
injuries through new 
thinking, more funding 
and prioritised action.”

Focus on safety
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Focus on safetyThis Government has made its focus on safety clearIt is outlined in the GPS and is clear in messages from ministersSome quotes from Associate Transport Minister Julie Anne Genter about her government’s commitment to road safety and reducing the number of deaths and serious injuries on our roads 



$4.3b
Reduce deaths &
serious injuries

$1.3b
Road policing and 

road safety 
promotion

$3.0b
Other activity 

classes

Investment in safety
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Investment in safetyThe Government has been clear in its ambition for road safety – and in its investmentThe Government is:Investing $4.3 billion over the next three years to reduce deaths and serious injuries – outlined in the GPSSpending $1.3 billion in road policing and promotion of road safety – an increase of nearly $200 millionInvesting $3.0 billion across other activity classes which contributes to safety especially local road and state highway improvements – an increase of $1.0 billion



Prioritising access 

A land transport system that:

Provides increased 
access to economic

and social 
opportunities

Is resilient
Enables transport 

choice
and access
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Prioritising accessIn the GPS, access is defined as people’s ability to connect with people, goods, services and opportunities and thereby engage in economic and social activity Access can be achieved through: The transport system which enables physical mobility The land use system which brings people closer to opportunities Technology that allows people to access opportunities virtuallyThree objectives in the GPS – a land transport system that:Provides increased access to economic and social opportunities Is resilientEnables transport choice and access



For us

What this means
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What this means for usWhat the 2018 GPS has meant for the Transport Agency is that we have developed new programmes of work, and we’ve re-evaluated some programmes developed under the previous GPS, to ensure we give effect to this new visionIt means what we do, and how we do it, needs to align to the GPS and you can see that in our strategyOur position statements talk about:SafetyAccessEnvironmentResilienceWe’re going to respond by creating a connected, safe transport system, taking a people-centric approach, and creating partnerships for prosperityAnd we’re going to do that by being:CollaborativeCustomer FocusedCurious



For youFor us

What this means
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What this means for us and youOne of our key partnerships is with those who deliver - youWhat the GPS and its vision means for you is that it has changed what we have, and what we will, ask you to deliverIt might mean thinking a bit differently about how we as an industry do that and I’ll talk a bit more about that shortly



Safe Network 
Programme
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Safe Network ProgrammeOne of the programmes we are delivering is the Safe Network Programme The Safe Network Programme has been developed to address the country’s road safety problem, and deliver on the government’s objectives and expectations



New Zealand has a road safety problem
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Road safety problemWe all know the road safety problem we are trying to fixOver the past five years, the number of deaths and serious injuries has been going up  - we have gone from a modern low of 253 road deaths in 2013, to 382 in 2018 We need to turn that upward trend around 



We perform poorly internationally 
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OECD comparisonNew Zealand is in the bottom quarter of the OECD If New Zealand had the same fatality rate as Norway, the number of road deaths in 2017 would have been about 120 – meaning 258 lives would have been saved



Safe Network Programme 

› Make the country’s highest risk state 
highways and local roads safer

› Save 160 DSIs per year
› Three-year $1.5b programme 
› Partnership with local government
› Three components:

1. Safe roads and roadsides
2. Safe and appropriate speeds
3. Safe rail level crossings
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Safe Network ProgrammeThe programme aims to make the county’s highest risk roads safer – both state highways and local roads It will save up to 160 deaths and serious injuries per year It is a three-year programme that will cost approximately $1.5 billionThe three priority regions that we are already working with in the first year are Auckland, Waikato and Canterbury A key aspect of the programme is that it will be developed and delivered in partnership with local government It is based on the Safe System approach and has three components:Safe roads and roadsidesSafe and appropriate speedsSafe rail level crossings
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Safe Network Programme mapThis is a map of the Safe Network Programme broken down by region There will be a total spend on $600-700 million on state highways. And $700-800 million on local roadsThere have been a number of state highway projects identified already, and the number of those by region are shown in this map
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